1. Start your sketch with a pencil. Draw two large ovals—one for Garfield's head and one for his body. Divide the head oval with horizontal and vertical lines. Make the body oval flat on the bottom.

2. Draw circles along the bottom line of the body oval to position the feet and tail. Add ovals for the eyes, ears, nose, and mouth.

3. Fill in the paws and round out the body to give Garfield his pear shape (although he got it more from eating fried food). Fill in facial details.

4. Clean up the pencil sketch lines with an eraser. Ink the bold lines and add Garfield's stripes. Color.

---

1. Start your sketch with a pencil. Draw Opie standing (using ovals, cylinders for his neck and legs), and half-circles for his feet. The dotted lines show how the shapes should fit into one another. They should not appear in your drawing.

2. Add the ears, bring up the muzzle line for a great big smile, then add the mouth to the neck shape.

3. Add details, including the tail, tongue (pencil is optional), hairs on the back of his head, and the spot on his side.

4. Clean up the pencil sketch lines with an eraser. Ink the bold lines, filling in the black areas and shadows. Color.
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